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against the influences to which he was subjected, in
youth, in his family circle.
At that time, college discipline was very severe. "In
every class," he says in the Ciga/e uzegoise^ "the unfor-
tunate students were pelted with the order: one hundred
lines! five hundred lines! and although the delinquents
resorted to various tricks, notably to fastening three nibs
to one holder, a large part of their lives was given up to
these impositions. Fortunately, thanks to a now for-
gotten system of dispensing justice which I have always
thought admirable, the good pupils escaped them: every
time they performed a task well, they were credited with
'exemption marks,' the value of which was in proportion
to merit, say, one hundred, two hundred, five hundred
lines. These exemptions were stored up, stowed away in
portfolios and nothing more was needed than to turn in
such a credit, against the equivalent number of lines
imposed."
In the same article, Charles Gide explains how, in his
own courses and lectures, he would often compare with
these exemptions, pieces of money by means of which
their fortunate possessors escaped from the "condemna-
tion to labour to which, nevertheless, according to the
Bible, all men are subject."
This absurd system of punishment by writing out
hundred of lines, even of copying them over and over—
a most useless waste of time—was rounded off by slaps
and blows briskly administered to big and small boys
alike and often resolving themselves into scuffles and
fisticuffs between masters and pupils who would not
quietly submit to be sent away from the classrooms.
Charles Gide retained "a horrifying memory" of these
fights and the scandalous scenes they gave rise to, for he
always disapproved of "acts of violence."
Also when he was freed from restraint, he took, in a
certain measure, his revenge. Thus, having been mobi-
lised during the war of 1870-71, he one day drew up an
absurdly violent proclamation against the Germans of
which, sixty years later, he never spoke without depre-

